Synopsis

Envision in Depth: Reading, Writing, and Researching Arguments 2/e, is a combined rhetoric and reader intended for composition courses focusing on argumentation and research-based writing. Taking contemporary culture as its central theme and context, Envision in Depth is concerned with the fundamentals of analyzing and writing powerful, effective arguments. Students using Envision in Depth will learn how to analyze and compose arguments, design and conduct research projects, and produce persuasive visual and oral presentations in response to over 100 contemporary arguments in a wide range of verbal and visual genres.
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Customer Reviews

I gave the book 5 stars because it was the correct book and edition i was looking for. I liked the book because it helped advance me in my class. I will definitely recommend it to a peer of mine.

I give a five star rating because of how easy makes it to rent. Bookstores charge you up the wall for books and being a college student you already have a lot to spend on. Thank you!

Personally i barely used the book so it was a waste of my money even though it was a requirement for school. It was in good conditions like it said. Wish I could resell it to at the same price i got it for.....o well
Just your normal, adequate textbook. Required for grandson's English class.

Awesome For school, great price

Useful in my class
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